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Your Guide to Trade Show
and Event Planning

Why are Trade Shows and Events Such a Draw?

Introduction
Participating in trade shows or events can be a huge
commitment for your company or organization. The costs
can add up quickly: Registration, booths or displays,
branded promotional materials, computer and video
equipment and travel costs equal a significant investment
to showcase your brand.
In recent years, a few organizations have stopped hosting
trade shows because of declining attendance or rising costs
for event space. Despite these occasional cancellations,
most attendees continue to find value in attending trade
shows and events and use them as opportunities to
connect with customers and prospects, for education
and to network.
ACCORDING TO THE CENTER FOR EXHIBITION
INDUSTRY RESEARCH’S 2018 ATTENDEE ROI
PLAYBOOK AND 2019-2020 OUTLOOK, MORE
THAN 50 PERCENT OF SURVEYED BUSINESS
PROFESSIONALS PLAN TO ATTEND THE SAME
NUMBER OF EXHIBITIONS DURING THE COMING
TWO YEARS. MORE THAN 25 PERCENT SAY THEY
WILL INCREASE THE NUMBER OF EVENTS THEY
ATTEND IN 2019-2020.
In the U.S. alone, 1.9 million meetings happened in 2016
with 251 million meeting participants, according to
“Economic Significance of Meetings to the U.S. Economy,”
by the Oxford Economics and Events Industry Council.
The 2019 and 2020 forecast is promising too. According
to the Center for Exhibition Industry Research’s 2018
Attendee ROI Playbook and 2019-2020 Outlook, more
than 50 percent of surveyed business professionals plan

to attend the same number of exhibitions during the
coming two years. More than 25 percent say they will
increase the number of events they attend in 2019-2020.

Why are Trade Shows
and Events Such a Draw?
These activities offer opportunities to:
n Meet new players in the industry
n Stay current on trends or standards in industry
n Learn about innovations
n Expand business opportunities
n Build relationships
n Meet customers or potential customers

Attending trade shows and events is a cost-efficient way
to meet with your customers or engage with potential
customers. Despite the increase in electronic
communication tools and social media, customers still
crave the opportunity to interact with you and your
products. Ninety-two percent of attendees are looking
for new products and showcasing your brand and solutions
is an instant way to connect and build awareness.
If you’ve decided to take the plunge and exhibit at a
trade show or host an event, the entire process can be
overwhelming. Our guide will walk you through how to plan
and execute a trade show or event experience that will
surprise and delight your customers and prospects.

1: Start Here
Great! You’ve decided to show off your brand at a trade
show. You start some research and realize quickly that
there are thousands of trade shows a year. How do you
decide which one to go to? Be sure to consider these
important questions:

n Where will I find the largest concentration of customers

and/or prospects?
n What is the goal for attending? Lead generation, product

sales, client retention, thought leadership or brand
awareness? Be sure your goals are timely, quantifiable
and realistic.
n Who is the target audience of the shows I’m considering?

Will competitors be present? The competitor question
is an important one to consider because it will impact
where you elect to have your booth or exhibit. Should
you be next to your top competitor or will that confuse
customers and prospects? Do you want to be at the end
of an aisle so attendees are forced to walk past you?
Perhaps it’s best to be close to the host’s booth because
surely, they’ll get lots of traffic. Or, maybe you want to
be close to the door so attendees see you coming and
going. These are all things to consider when selecting
where your booth should be.

2: Justify the Cost
It’s critical to consider all aspects of the trade show or
event investment. Making the commitment to exhibit or
host includes a myriad of costs beyond the initial exhibition
fee. As part of the planning process, it’s important to always
factor your return on investment. At the same time, remember
that there are some costs that aren’t quantifiable — shaking
hands with a prospect, making an in-person connection
with a customer — are key to building lasting and fruitful
relationships.

Budget Breakdown
About 40 percent of your trade show investment will be
for renting floor space and creating your exhibit. Floor space
costs vary widely by event. Floor space typically needs to
be reserved months in advance. In some cases, large events
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require reservations more than a year in advance. That can
require significant planning but also offers the opportunity
to space out your financial commitment for a longer period
of time.
Don’t underestimate the costs of travel, accommodations
and entertainment for clients or prospects, either. Typically
travel and accommodations can make up 21 percent of
your budget depending on location. Double checking travel
logistics before leaving for the trade show can save loads
of time, money and stress.
It’s also important to consider whether you’ll need a new
booth or if there are opportunities to rent. Additionally,
there can be unanticipated costs associated with making
your booth space more comfortable and functional. For
example, if your trade show is in a convention center, will
you need to provide carpeting for the space to make you
booth more comfortable for customers or prospects
who drop by?
There often are additional costs associated with logistics
include providing electricity to a booth, renting tables or
table throws — you may even have to pay for a trash can!
Be sure that when you are doing your research that you
factor in these costs and include other contingency costs.
Beyond the trade show walls, think of ways to maximize your
time — meeting with customers in the area, conducting sales
calls or attending training events — all are opportunities to
expand the reach of the trade show investment.

3: Plan Ahead —
The More Time The Better
Timing/Pre-show
The heavy lifting of trade shows should start as soon as
you make the commitment to exhibit. First and foremost
is considering the message and image you want to project.

Getting direction from leadership and/or pulling your team
together to brainstorm is an important step in this process.
Consider industry trends and how your company aligns with
what is happening in the market. This is an opportunity to
show off all that your company is doing right: New products
or solutions, introducing key executives to the market,
demonstrating thought leadership — trade shows and
events can be the perfect launching spot.
Regardless of how you make messaging magic happen,
make sure to have leadership sign off on what you will
showcase. There is nothing worse than having to switch
direction at the last moment. It can add loads of stress,
frustration and cost if you have to remake materials or
worst case, redesign and recreate a booth.
Don’t let other opportunities for networking fall by the
wayside either. Trade shows and events offer a captive
audience. Using time away from the office to connect with
customers outside of the trade show walls also requires
planning — extending invitations and making sure to have
the right mix of attendees as well as logistical details all are
time-consuming and important considerations. If you have
a team, sometimes it’s helpful to divide the work between
members and have them report progress to the group.

Design the Booth
In addition to location, think about how to make your
booth or exhibit space stand out from the crowd. Consider
investing in customized banners, table throws, booth wear,
promotional materials and giveaways. While it’s possible
to have these items created the last minute, it will save
considerable time and money if you decide and order well
in advance of when you need the items. Ordering in
advance also gives you the opportunity to work with
vendors to find innovating and interesting items at the
most cost-effective prices.

Have a Plan to Drive Traffic
This work also begins well in advance of opening day.
Creating a pre-show contact strategy including direct mail,
email or phone-based messaging will allow you to entice
customers and prospects to visit you at the show. Consider
offering a discount on products or services if attendees stop
by your booth or interact with you on social media. Using
a custom hashtag for your brand and offer promotional
products that are brand-relevant are useful to your
customers. Providing branded snacks and drinks also
will draw attendees.
IMPORTANT PLANNING NOTE: GET INPUT
FROM YOUR SALES TEAM AND SALES LEADERSHIP
BEFORE EXECUTING ANY PLANS. MORE THAN
LIKELY, YOU’LL BE COUNTING ON SALES TO STAFF
YOUR BOOTH AND/OR FOLLOW UP ON LEADS
YOU GATHER. INCORPORATING THEIR FEEDBACK
INTO YOUR PLANS WILL HELP YOU ASK THE
RIGHT QUESTIONS, TAILOR MESSAGING AND
WILL VASTLY INCREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF A
SIGNIFICANT RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR
YOUR SHOW OR EVENT.

4: Go Big or Go Home —
Consider Outsourcing
It’s important to present a professional appearance at
every touch point — including booth design, demos and
personnel. If you are attending a large show, it can be
helpful to hire a vendor to help you execute on your goals.
There are vendors who can help with every facet of
preparing for a trade show including:
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n Designing and building an inviting booth or display
n Developing pre-show communication to drive traffic

to your booth
n Signage and table throw creation
n Developing promotional marketing materials to share

with customers and prospects
Choosing a single vendor with trade show experience
who can help with pre-, during- and post-show planning
and follow-up can simplify and streamline the entire
process, reducing stress and risk and helping ensure
the ROI you expect from exhibiting.
Hiring the right partner to help you execute your goals is
critical. They should be able to help your team find the

perfect promotional products, design a booth that is
inviting and eye-catching and develop pre- and post-show
communication plans.
Where to begin when choosing a vendor? At the minimum,
consider these factors:
n Experience including years in business
n Financial solvency
n Track record for delivery
n Security policies (especially important if entrusting

a vendor to ship and store your exhibit materials)
n Contract details including fines
n Verification of insurance

n References
n National footprint or strategically located warehouse

or distribution network
n Ability to scale or expand

For some companies, it’s a natural fit to blend these
elements. Healthcare organizations have wonderfully
emotional stories of being able to improve lives. Add
an influencer to the mix and you can create an
instant draw.

n Ease of working with point of contact and team

executing event
n Effective problem solving and conflict resolution

For a more detailed list of what to look for when choosing
a vendor, check out our checklist.
Logistical details can be exhausting and things often do
not go exactly as planned. Hiring help makes the entire
process easier. Outsource what you can so you’ll have the
time, energy and mental bandwidth to focus on the most
critical elements of delivering your message in the most
effective way possible.

5: Create Something Great —
Pay Attention to Details
Timing/At Show
It’s a mantra we’ve heard time and time again: Details
matter. And, it’s especially true when your company is
vying for the attention of potentially thousands of trade
show or event attendees.
The first step to getting attendees’ attention? Create a
vibrant and engaging experience at your booth. Combining
storytelling, conversation and influencer marketing can
build an authentic and unique experience for customers
and prospects.
For more about combining these elements, check out
our blog post.

“In the successful organization, no detail
is too small to escape close attention.”
— LOU HOLTZ
If, however, you’re in an industry that’s not quite as
emotional and don’t have the sway or funds to get a top
tier influencer, focusing on these tips can help:
n Dissect your elevator pitch to make an emotional

connection with your audience. The emotional
connection doesn’t have to tug at the heartstrings.
It can evoke relief or humor or pure joy. Leverage this
emotional connection while thinking through how to
create your messaging and display.
n Listen to customers and prospects about what they

need and consider how you can help them. Tailor
your message to their pain points.
n Identify the influencers in your business circle. Start

a conversation on social media with that influencer
or reach out directly and ask if they will be attending
your trade show. Consider inviting them as guests or
partnering with them. This may add costs. Be sure
to figure it into your trade show budget.

Craft a Personalized Experience

Presentation at a trade show or event is critically important.
Everyone at your booth should project a professional,
enthusiastic, engaging image. Bring your best employees
to speak about your brand and to demonstrate your
products or solutions. They should be confident and
knowledgeable enough to answer potentially complex
questions. Unprepared or underprepared workers will
make a poor impression.
Engaging with your audience includes projecting
confidence in your work, listening and asking appropriate
questions. Providing time-sensitive offers is a great way
to introduce prospects to your brand and generate
excitement at your booth.
If you don’t think your employees will provide the right
mix or if you want an added element of interest, some
companies will hire booth workers or entertainers to
draw attention. A word of caution about hiring outside
workers: Using a reputable agency to identify potential
workers will save you time and energy. The agency will
handle the vetting so you don’t have to. And, these
workers also need to be trained to talk about your
company so be sure to build time into your schedule
for that work.

6: Craft a Personalized Experience
Not everyone who swings by your booth or event is
prepared to have a conversation. It’s important to
personalize the experience by offering alternatives
for attendees to experience your brand.
Videos, recorded demos and printed materials are
important to have on hand for people who want to
learn about your company without investing a lot of time.
Sharing videos on social media also will make those
who can’t attend feel connected to your organization.

Other ideas to drive booth traffic and make the experience
feel more personal:
n To encourage attendees to make purchases while at the

show, offer a discount or a special offer available only
at the trade show. Make sure the information is easily
visible on your booth so attendees will stop to take
advantage of the offer.
n Contests, promotions and prize drawings will help draw

crowds if you think about what will be prized or valuable
for attendees. Most people won’t spend the time to try
to win a tote bag but if you’re giving away a higher dollar
Amazon gift card, you’ll have far more sign ups. Have
attendees fill out a contact form or give you their
business card to be entered to win a prize from your
booth. Social media can be incorporated into this
strategy as well. Encourage people to check in at your
booth and engage with them using social media.
n Many attendees to trade shows are unaccustomed to

walking for long periods of time (the average attendee
spends more than eight hours looking at booths).
Offering branded snacks and drinks will provide a
welcome break. Placing these items near the middle
of your booth will encourage attendees to experience
more of your company.
n Offer information about trends in the industry, top 5 lists,

n After-hours events like happy hours or dinners are

another opportunity to make lasting connections with
customers or prospects. Be sure to consider attendees’
wants and needs when scheduling these events — keep
in mind that many attendees will be tired by the second
day of the show and may pass on another happy hour.
Designing a can’t-miss experience at a local museum
(with provided transportation to and from the venue)
with cocktails and dinner may be enough of a draw to
keep them from crashing in their hotel room.
CASE STUDY: DRIVING TRAFFIC WITH PROMO
TAYLOR COMMUNICATIONS WAS ABLE
TO DRIVE TRADE SHOW TRAFFIC THROUGH
A PROMOTIONAL PRODUCT OFFERING. BY
EMAILING THE LIST OF ATTENDEES BEFORE
THE SHOW BEGAN, WE OFFERED AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR ATTENDEES TO HAVE
CUSTOM PHONE CASES MADE FOR FREE. THE
EMAIL GAVE THEM A COUPON CODE TO USE IN
OUR ONLINE STORE AND OUR BOOTH NUMBER
SO ATTENDEES COULD PICK UP THEIR CUSTOM
ORDER AT THE SHOW. USING THIS STRATEGY
INCREASED BOOTH TRAFFIC BY MORE THAN
10 PERCENT FROM THE PREVIOUS YEAR.

new products and more.
n Gone are the days of “trinkets and trash.” Promotional

products are a critical component for a successful trade
show. Make sure your items are high-quality and useful
while combining brand relevance. This combination will
make sure that the product is kept for as long as possible
and used often as a reminder of your company.
n Most people are traveling to trade shows or events. If

you provide T-shirts, offer children’s sizes or kid-friendly
toys so they may take them home as souvenirs.

7: Pay Attention to Deadlines
and Shipping Instructions
Have we mentioned the importance of planning ahead
enough? Deadlines for trade shows and events are tight.
Deadlines for printed materials for distribution by event
sponsor are typically earlier than booth materials, so
plan accordingly.

Follow Up to Create Enduring Relationships

A painful lesson learned: Be sure to ship directly to the
warehouse or the trade show floor following specified
shipping directions. If you ship too early, you run the risk
of materials being returned. This happens and rushing
around to produce new materials at the last minute is
extremely costly, frustrating and stressful. If you miss
shipping deadlines, you’ll either be left high and dry with
no materials or you’ll pay a fortune to have materials
shipped overnight. Typically, exhibit materials are heavy
and thus freight charges are expensive. If you plan ahead
and follow directions, you can save money.
It’s also important to include detailed instructions for
booth assembly for staff as well as instructions for where
to return equipment and materials and how to ship them
back. There is nothing worse than being the last one at the
booth, trying to pack up, ship and catch a plane home in
A PAINFUL LESSON LEARNED: BE SURE TO SHIP
DIRECTLY TO THE WAREHOUSE OR THE TRADE
SHOW FLOOR FOLLOWING SPECIFIED SHIPPING
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU SHIP TOO EARLY, YOU RUN
THE RISK OF MATERIALS BEING RETURNED.

20 minutes. This happens far more than you’d think and
often materials are left behind resulting in expensive
losses or fees from conference organizers.

8: Follow Up to Create
Enduring Relationships
Timing/Post-Show
It’s tempting post-show to take a big breath and chalk
up another victory. Don’t fall into this trap. The most
successful companies have planned for lead management
and post-show follow-up. These are the critical components
to building your return on investment for all of the work
of the show or event.
Make sure you’re capturing data while at the show.
Take advantage of a handheld scanner rental to gather
attendee contact information. These are quick and easy
ways to scan badges and eliminates the risk of lost
business cards or scraps of paper. An added tip: As you
are having conversations, take notes on the back of the
lead slip. This will help jog your memory about the contact
and will help ensure that you circle back with information
that is personalized to their wants and needs.
Hopefully, you enlisted sales help at the beginning of this
process. Review the leads you’ve acquired and be sure to
segment them for the sales team: Cold, warm, hot so they
know how to proceed with each contact.
Having a post-show strategy developed in advance will
allow you to deploy immediately after the show or event.
Sales and marketing should establish a timetable for
follow-up and plans should include developing postshow communications. Be sure to add value — answer
questions, share case studies or anticipate pain points.
Be aware of the fine balance between offering value and
being annoying. Don’t bombard customers and prospects
but also don’t wait to hear from them.

Additional ways to follow up with hot prospects or
engaged customers:
n A handwritten note
n Connecting on LinkedIn
n Tagging in a social media post

Follow up personally with any contacts with whom you
had meaningful conversations. Too often, trade show
meetups end up as ships passing in the night. Genuine
and appropriate follow-up can help develop authentic
relationships that ultimately lead to sales.
Don’t forget to talk to your own staff about the show or event.
Ask what went well and what could be improved. Use this
information to develop a 360 report for leadership that shares
experiences, results and opportunities for improvement.

That’s a Wrap
Done right, trade shows and events can be huge
investments of time and money. However, they also are
wonderful opportunities to showcase your brand and
introduce new products or solutions. Proper planning well
in advance of the event will result in a high-quality and
personalized experience and will help prove they are
worth the investment for your company or organization.
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